# The Hair Salon

**Hair treatments price list**

## GENTS
- **Hair cutting**  £5.00-£15.00
- **Beard trimming**  £3.00
- **Hair wash**  £2.00

## LADIES
- **Fringe trim**  £3.00-£7.00
- **Hair cutting**  £14.00-£22.00
- **Cut & blow dry**  £24.00-£40.00
- **Blow dry**  £14.00-£30.00
- **Curling**  from £20.00
- **Hair up**  from £15.00

## COLOURS
- **Capped highlights**  from £20.00
- **Full head colour**  from £30.00
- **Roots**  from £25.00

## FOIL WORK
- **Parting & sides**  from £40.00
- **Half head**  from £50.00
- **Full head**  from £65.00
- **Chemical straightening**  from £35.00
- **Perming**  from £35.00
- **Smoothing Keratin treatment**  from £110.00
- **Chemical straightening treatment**  from £35.00
- **Conditioning treatment**  from £10.00
- **Olaplex treatment**  £25.00

---

10% off haircuts £10.00 and over with a valid Warwick Student Card.

---
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